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The Vision: Empower High Performance Organizations

RELEASE THE HIDDEN CAPABILITIES OF THE PEOPLE AND THE ORGANIZATION

The Initial Situation
• More challenges for enterprises and institutions 

in these disruptive (VUCA) times with its 
frequent global crisis (Covid-19, Climate etc.) 

• More hybrid organizations (e.g. classical vs. 
agile)

• Request for stability & clarity clashes with 
increasing ambiguity and felt loss of control

• Usual interventions stay without sustainable 
success

The Strong Belief
• Implicitly, organizations and their ecosystems have nearly 

all items needed capabilities to fix the fundamental issues

• To reach collective efficacy often only need a focused 
external impulse as a start before an internal momentum is 
established

• Overcoming silo-thinking, establishing a new culture of 
cooperation, interaction and collaborative learning in an 
intelligent systemic architecture is key 



Old: Building Organisation for Positions and 
Power Structures

New: Building Organisation for Efficient Activities, 
Entrepreneurial People and Fast Solutions 

Customer
Leadership 

as a positionFuture
topics

Leadership as a 
partable task

Partner

Solution circles

The Vision: Empower High Performance Organizations

TO SOLVE, NOT TO CREATE PROBLEMS: A NEW UNDERSTANDING OF ORGANIZATION IS NEEDED  

Classical hierarchical structures are only conveying an illusion of certainty



1. Teaser Workshop: Roughly analyse the current 
organization set-up & its issues high-level. Decide 
if and where a more detailed view makes sense. 

2. Strategy Workshop: Evaluation of the initial 
situation in detail, decide direction, draft and 
prioritize needed initiatives roughly incl. needed 
approaches together with exec management.

3. Coaching & Mentoring – in person and/or online: 
Support of the key persons or teams in the 
initiation and realization of initiatives decided

4. Activity Lab: Fast and innovative creation of 
solutions for the current issues  (internal or with 
pioneers from other organizations)

4. Micro-Program: Lab-Series to create in-house 
solutions for the prioritized initiatives and realize 
them in the organization. 

5. Piloting: Application in those parts of the 
organization with the highest potential and change 
readiness – incl. evaluation of success and ideas 
how to spread/broaden the approach 

6. Organisation/Transformation Projects: Roadmap 
for the broad realization in the enterprise, incl. 
continuous learning & integration

7. Regular Setting-Checks: Analyse roadmap progress 
at defined important milestones. Ensure needed 
quality of results and accuracy of risk register

From initiation to project
definition

Strategy workshop
with top team

Micro-Program for the work
on activities

Evaluation and further
planning with top team

Personal consulting of the 
initiators, ca. 5 weeks with 
2 hours/week (1,5 CD)

CD = Consulting Days

Half-day event, 
with 2 consultants, incl. 
preparation and evaluation  (2 CD)

4 one-day Workshops 
with 2 consultants, incl. 
preparation and evaluation  (9 CD)

Half-day event 
with 2 consultants, incl. 
preparation and evaluation  (2 CD)

Fast & Focused Interventions Create the Momentum
SCALABLE “CAFETERIA CONCEPT” BLENDING DIFFERENT APPROACHES



Awake for the journey
• Explore the VUCA world
• Create a shared understanding
• Commit on a sustainable purpose
• Design the transformation process

Interlink for the journey
• Involve teams and individuals
• Develop an agile mindset
• Use differences as learning opportunities
• Exchange on the impact of the endeavor

Exercise the future
• Connect all resources with each other
• Overcome silo thinking towards solution working
• Connect different working styles in teams
• Explore various mindsets, experiences, expectations

Lead on the journey
•Realize leadership as serving function
• Connect leadership practice to the purpose
• Communicate about new policies and daily work
• Care for psychological safety from collective behavior

Build new practices
•Align portfolios and roadmap to the purpose,
• Set up agile communication platforms & practices
•Apply liberating interventions
• Evaluate success and calibrate new practices

Enable people & organization 
•Recruit people with curiosity, openness & agility
• Encourage taking roles & managing processes
• Install feedback and learning procedures
• Evaluate success and calibrate the development

Sustainable
Purpose

Travelling
Organisation

Connected
Resources

*Based on ‘Three Pillars of Organization and Leadership in Disruptive Times’ by P. Wollmann, F. Kühn, M. Kempf (Editors), SpringerNature ©2020 and
‘Organization and Leadership in Disruptive Times – Design and Implementation of the 3-P-Model’ by P. Wollmann, F. Kühn, M. Kempf, Püringer, R. (Editors),

SpringerNature ©2021

The Overarching Approach: “Three Pillars”*
BASED ON DISCUSSIONS OF GLOBAL EXPERT COMMUNITY 

How to…



Finance Services Industry, Mechanical Engineering, IT, 
Real Estate, Academic Sector

l Merger and Integration Projects at global Financial Services 
Enterprises 

l Organisation Development at a large family owned company 
and afterwards integration into a Global Player 

l Strategy Development of an Insurance Company
l Process Optimization to reach sustainable cost decreases in the 

Financial Services Industry
l Transformation of a Real Estate Group to enable it for Future 

Competition and enforce Change Capabilities
l Global Actuarial Program  to develop Strategic Capabilities incl. 

Data Management 

l Concept, Learning Workshops and Coaching for effective 
Change and Project Management

Experience & References
PROJECT EXAMPLES

“What in our collaboration is 
preventing us from being 
productive and flexible?“

40 Years of Experience 



Editor together with
Dr. Frank Kühn in 2012

Editor together with Bob Dignen. Case Studies of an  
International Group of Experts & Authors, London, October 2016

Editor‘s and Authors‘ fundamental 
discussion on the book  conclusion 
took place at Podere Il Cocco, 
Montalcino in 2015

Editor together with  
Matthias Hirzel and Dr.

Frank Kühn in 2002

Editor together with 
Matthias Hirzel in 2000

Participation in Manuals and  Workshop Reports

Editor together with 
Matthias Hirzel and 
Dr. Frank Kühn in 
2009

Experience & References Writing Projects up to 2019 (Selection)



Travelling 
Organization 
Only letting oneself in 
for the dynamics of the 
markets leads to success 
on a joint journey with 
trust in the collective 
capabilities and 
behaviour. 

Sustainable
Purpose 
A convincing ‘what for‘ 
and ‘reason why‘ is 
necessary to make sure 
that topics are elabora-
ted with inspiration and 
ambition to create real 
value  and top support.

Setting-Check. Systemic. 
Scalable. Fast.
Started with energy and hope, many 
projects stop functioning well later on. 
How good is the project set-up, how well 
does it fit from a systemic perspective and 
how does it interact with the environment? 

Connecting 
Resources 
Concentrating on joint 
development of our 
stategies, projects, 
resources and capabili-
ties instead of dividing 
and creating silos

Beyond Org Community, with Sustainance, Spin-Off Universität
St. Gallen, Dr. Frank Kühn and Upgrade Partners

Creation together 
with  
Dr. Frank Kühn

Creation together with  
Rochus Mummert and 
Dr. Frank Kühn

Collaborative Solutions for Organisations
Preventing a focus on theoretical methodology discussions or 
personal profiling, but working fast on the real activities & solutions, 
using our collective potentials

Talent Organisation
Talent development as a joint journey in 
dynamic enterprise contexts focussing on 
performance and potentials, positioning 
talents as co-creators of new forms of  
organisations and working styles.

2019: Start of the Three-Pillar-Trilogy 
within the Series ‘Future of Business 
and Finance’ of SpringerNature

Lead Editor with Dr. Frank 
Kühn and Michael Kempf
as Co-Editors  and an 
International Group of 
Experts & Authors

Overarching Approach Three Pillars (based on book)3-P-Book #1



3nd Three 

Pillar 

Book
(2021/2022)

Started Main

Developments 
2021/2022:

Lead Editor with Dr. Frank 
Kühn, Michael Kempf and 
Reto Püringer as Co-Editors 
and an Internatio-nal
Group of Experts & Authors

Content & Outcome of Three-Pillar Book #2

Working Title:
Navigating a Hybrid Organization 

with 3-P
New Practices for the Private & Public Sector

(expected publication in 2022)

Ø 27 chapters with numerous use cases in the private & public sector, 
crisis management (Covid-19), 3-P design recommendations etc.

Ø Proof: the 3-P-Model can be universally beneficially applied 

Ø 3-P is very well applicable on hybrid situations in organizations 
(classic vs. agile, traditional vs start-up, organic vs disruptive,
entrepreneurial vs. regulation, line vs. project management etc.)

Ø 3-P is crucial for development of navigation systems for hybrid 
organizations

3-P-Book #2

Consulting & Support 
Offer based on the  3-

P-Model:

Impulses & Leadership 
Dialogue, 

Setting Checks, 
Learning & 

Development 

Journeys, 
Sparring & Mentoring



l Dr. Frank Kühn – Consulting Partner
l Michael Kempf – Consulting Partner
l Volker Hische – Business Coaching

l Bob Dignen – York Associates 
l Dr. Hannspeter Schmitt – HPS Consulting
l Alberto Casagrande – Ex McKinsey and 

global Big Data Expert - The Core
l Stefan Pap – Stefan Pap & Partner

l Julia Zirn – Cid Partners
l Three Pillar Books Author Communities
l Consulting Partner Community

l Network of CITO/COO/IT-Transformation 
Director (Zurich, Generali, IWG etc.)

l Diverse Experience Exchange Networks 
(Project & Project Portfolio Management, 
Large Transformations)

The Partner Team and the Networks



Backup



Peter Wollmann has supported companies and leadership teams in 
strategic transformations and development of critical skills for more 
than 40 years, as a senior manager and as a internal or external 
consultant. One focus is the application of effective change and project 
management concepts. 

Peter has a degree in Mathematics and Physics. He gained global 
leadership experience especially in financial services, most recently as 
Global Program Director. Successful realization of numerous major 
transformations, organizational developments and other projects. 

Today Peter acts as an independent consultant, in a close network and 
collaboration with other senior development and project partners. 
Peter is author of numerous publications. In addition, he acts as 
founder and managing director of a start-up with wine-related 
services. 

Peter Wollmann
Founder

Transformation, Capabilities,
Leadership, Networks

peterwollmann.com

The Person
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2013 – 2017: Global Program Director ‘Vision 2020’ of Zurich Insurance Company (ZIC)
Objectives: Development of Reserving Actuarial Community on next level
(guidelines, capabilities, processes, tool, data supply) + coverage IFRS 17 requirements 

2007 – 2010: Project Director Training & Development Program for ‘Zurich Way of Project & Project Portfolio Management’ 
Objectives: Development of tailored training & development concept, its world-wide implementation &
building a vivid community of practice

2006 – 2007: Program Director Development + Implementation ‘Project & Project Portfolio Management’ at Zurich Group Germany
Objectives: Development of tailored project and project portfolio management, its implementation, building a vivid community of
practice and steer the continuous improvement process incl. concrete trouble shooting in concrete projects if requested 

2005 – 2006: Program Director Germany for Zurich ICF/SOX Implementation
Objectives: Tailoring the general Zurich Internal Control Framework to align with SOX to Zurich Group German, its 
implementation, building a vivid community of practice and steer the continuous improvement process

2002 – 2003: Program Director Merger Zurich Germany, Deutscher Herold and Neckura
Objectives: Merge Zurich Germany, Deutscher Herold and Nekura to a well integrated and cultural homogeneous insurance company 

1995 – 1997: Program Director Restructuring and Efficiency Optimization Program ‘POWER’ of Deutsche Dank Insurance Group
Objectives: Significant reduction of fix costs by up of 20% building on a simplification of structure and processes

1993 – 1995: Program Director of diverse Development Initiatives for Deutsche Bank Insurance Group
Objectives: Development and implementation of fundamental concepts like ‘Strategic Management’, ‘Project and Project Portfolio
Management’, ‘Implementation of Deutsche Bank Controlling Systems at Deutsche Bank Insurance Group’ etc.

.

1992 – 1993: Project Manager ‘Integration Deutscher Herold into Deutsche Bank Group’
Objectives: Smooth integration of Deutscher Herold into Deutsche Bank Group covering all relevant interfaces and requirements

1992 – 1993: Program Director Design & Establishment Modern Controlling Function at Deutscher Herold 
Objectives: Development and implementation of a modern controlling function in a family owned and steered insurer

PM Experience & References (Selection)
LARGE TRANSFORMATIONS AS PROGRAM/PROJECT DIRECTOR


